Dear customers,

We have had to face unprecedented challenges together in 2020. At Airbus Helicopters, this has reminded us of the importance of the relationships we have with you: our global customers, partners and friends.

We are delighted to recognise these crucial connections in this latest edition of our calendars that celebrate the important role you and your teams play every day. We are honoured to support your work and be part of your story.

Thank you to those of you who sent in pictures to be included in this calendar; this time you made the job of our independent jury harder than ever! I hope this year will bring success and happiness to all of you.

In the meantime, thank you again and stay safe!

Sincerely,

Ben Bridge
POLICIA FEDERAL ARGENTINA – Argentina
EC135
Firefighting operations in the riverside area of the city of Rosario.
© JAVIER PARIGINI
Ministry of Defence of the Republic of Bulgaria - Naval Force – Bulgaria

AS565

The Panther: the backbone of the Bulgarian Navy!

@ Mihail Yordanov
Ministry of Defence of Uzbekistan – Uzbekistan
H215M Operational training for homeland protection missions
© Anthony Pecchi
March 2020, Covid-19 patient being transferred from Metz to Germany by Phalsbourg 1st Combat Helicopter Regiment.

©Julien Châtellier / SIRPA TERRE / ARMÉE de TERRE
Fuerzas Aeromóviles del Ejército de Tierra – Spain
EC135
Serving Spain: Helicopter Emergency Battalion II (BHELEME II)
conducting security missions.
© Francisco Francés, Torrontera
SEPTEMBER

Bundeswehr - Germany
H145M
Desert flight training
© Bundeswehr
Aviation Légère de l’Armée de Terre (ALAT) – France
TIGER HAD
A morning mission: the aircraft is ready, the crew prepare.
© Dominique HAMMER
Indonesian Air Force – Indonesia
EC725
Bringing help and assistance to isolated and remote disaster areas.
@ Indonesian Air Force Public Affairs